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What is Reputation Management?
Reputation Management is a tool that measures your online 
visibility and alerts you every time your business is reviewed 
or mentioned online.

It gives you the opportunity to:
•	 Understand what potential clients are saying about you 
•	 See how you compare to your competition
•	 Confirm	that	you	are	listed	online	properly	

Visibility
Visibility	gives	you	an	idea	how	easily	people	can	find	you	
online. We recommend your site be included in as many 
business listing sites as possible.

It is important for search engine optimization that your  
contact information be consistent on all of your listings.

Select show details beside each site to view your listing. 
Lines in red show information that varies from the contact 
information on the account.

Select the ? to get information on 
the site, as well as instructions on 
how to create, claim or edit your 

business listing.

If you have an incorrect or missing 
listing, it will need to be corrected 
manually. Detailed instructions are 

provided but the listing site may need 
to	be	contacted	directly	to	confirm	

your business information



Visibility
Under “show details” you can select “not mine” if an  
incorrect listing was found. You can then view other possible 
matches. Select “make mine” to mark it as your listing.

You	can	also	select	“verifiy	correct”	if	
you do not plan on editing your listing. 
This will change the yellow exclamation 
point to a green check mark.

Reviews
The reviews tab gathers your most recent reviews from 
prominent local review websites onto a single page.

If you’re not seeing any reviews here it may be because:
•	 You don’t have any reviews, or
•	 You haven’t claimed your listing under the visibility tab

Click on “view details” to get more information about a 
review and the website it was posted on.

The trending box displays themes found in recent reviews 
of your business. It give you a quick snapshot of people’s 
common perceptions and what is currently standing our in 
their comments.

Clicking on a keyword pair will show you all of the  
reviews that were found mentioning that particular theme.



Mentions
A mention is any place on the web where your business  
appears. This includes Twitter, Facebook, news articles, 
websites, blogs, and more.

The mentions dashboard is broken down into web 
content, Twitter, Images, Facebook, and News. Select 
“search” to dig deeper into your results. You can also 
filter	results	by	date,	search	source,	and	sentiment.	

The SentimengineTM is our advanced algorithmic  
engine for determining the sentiment of each mention.  
This can be adjusted manually by moving the toggle.  
For Example, if something is marked as very positive but 
is actuallly neutral.

Mentions are found based on your searches entered.  
Be sure to enter all variations of your company name.
If your business has a common name you may have to 
edit your search terms to achieve optimal results.

For example, searching for a business called “John’s 
Steaks” may bring in many irrelevant pages since that is 
a fairly generic restaurant name. 

The city is automatically added as a “must include” 
search term to all of the searches but there may be other 
“must includes” and “must not includes” that will optimize 
the search results. In this instance, adding the search 
must include “restaurant” or “downtown” may help  
refine	the	search.	If	searches	are	not	optimized,	you	 
may	not	find	the	account	as	useful.

If you are receiving results that are not relevant to your 
business there are two ways to deal with them and  
remove them for good (see next page).

In the example to the right, “Jack Squire” has nothing to 
do with the business. You may receive it in an email alert 
or spot it in the reputation management system.

Select edit/close searches to  
edit and view these



Mentions
If a story appears to be a one-off result that is not  
relevant, click the delete icon to remove it and tag the 
mention “not relevant”. You can retrieve these later by 
selecting “not relevant” from the drop-down list above.

If you want to remove results that appear consistently, 
you can click on “view details”  under each mention to 
find	out	which	keywords	caused	it	to	be	found.	This	 
shows you which search terms should be edited.

You may also have an entire website that you want to 
exclude from your search results. For example, the  
client will likely not want results from their own website.  
In this case, enter the domain into “must not include” 
and save.

Entering in Twitter searches is also essential in order to 
see the best results. If you have a Twitter account, your  
@twitteraccount should be entered as a search. You 
can also enter generic search terms and hashtags such 
as “Ford Country” or #Ford.

You will want to be sure to select 
“Restrict results to 25 mi radius” 

so you don’t get irrelevant results to 
your location.



Competition & Online Share of Voice
Your share of voice is how many times your business 
shows up in a particular search category in your city 
relative to your competitors.

The percentage is determined by analyzing all online 
activity for each business. For example, if you are a  
restaurant, we look at all the searches for restaurants 
in your city and show how many times  you appear in 
those searches versus your competitors.

Editing your Competition Settings
In order to change or add to your services categories 
just select “Edit Services” and then edit your  
competitors by entering them and clicking calculate.

You can create multiple charts by adding several  
service categories under “Edit Services”. By doing this 
you can see how you compare in different industries. 

For example, if you are in the heating & plumbing  
business, you should enter “heating, plumbing” so you 
get a different chart for each category.



Reports
Reputation Management will communicate with 
you in two ways:
•	 Every time new results are found you will be 

notified	by	email 

•	 Every week you will be emailed an Executive 
Report that breaks down how your business is 
faring in online conversations

You can also edit how often you receive email 
notifications	as	well	as	the	content	you	receive.	
Under the “reports” tab, you can select “report 
settings” in order to edit  your preferences.

Report Settings

Add extra email addresses and 
edit which type of results you 
would like to receive “as they  

happen” alerts for.
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